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Abstract 

Memory for time is often imperfect. We investigated indicators of dating accuracy for 

recent and remote personal events. In Study 1, 78 participants dated approximately 20 events 

from the past three to eleven weeks, and in Study 2, 40 participants dated approximately 25 

events three to five years old. For date verification, events were obtained from participants’ 

partners, who kept a diary (Study 1) or retrieved events from personal records (Study 2). In 

both studies, we found that confidence, dating strategy indicating known dates, and a direct 

connection with temporal landmarks were associated with higher dating accuracy. High 

importance, direct experience, and events embedded within extended periods indicated higher 

dating accuracy for recent events; high vividness was associated with higher dating accuracy 

for remote events. Our results suggest that confidence, dating strategy, and phenomenological 

characteristics can provide useful indication of dating accuracy. 

Key words: autobiographical memory, dating accuracy, temporal schema, temporal 

landmark, confidence-accuracy 
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General Audience Summary 

When did you have your last vaccination? The answer to temporal questions requires a 

series of reconstructive processes involving the recall of event details, context, and other 

characteristics that may help with the estimate. The exception are events that serve as 

“landmarks” in people’s temporal memory. We investigated indicators of dating accuracy for 

personal events that happened in the past three to eleven weeks (recent events, Study 1) and 

personal events that happened three to five years ago (remote events, Study 2). To evaluate 

dating accuracy, we recruited couples: one member (secretly) provided descriptions and dates 

of events of their partner’s personal events (collected via a diary in Study 1 and from personal 

records in Study 2); the other member was then interviewed about the events. In both studies, 

we asked participants to think aloud when trying to estimate when each event happened and 

evaluate various event characteristics. We then coded whether the participant was the central 

character in the event or whether another person was central, whether the event happened 

within one day or was extended, and whether an association with a temporal landmark event 

served as the main source for the final date estimate. In both studies, we found that events 

were dated more accurately when participants were confident in their estimates, their dating 

strategy indicated known dates, and when date was reconstructed via a direct association with 

a temporal landmark. High event importance, direct experience, and events embedded within 

extended periods indicated higher dating accuracy for recent events; high vividness (i.e., 

detailed memory) was associated with higher dating accuracy for remote events. It seems that 

confidence, dating strategy, and event characteristics can provide indication of dating 

accuracy that may be useful in interviewing settings where date verification is not available. 
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When did this happen? Indicators of accuracy for dating recent and remote personal 

events 

Medical professionals, forensic interviewers, or sociologists frequently collect 

information about personal events. Temporal estimates may serve as a base for decisions 

regarding treatment (e.g., Means et al., 1988; Schwarz, 2007) or establish the start of offences 

(e.g., Fisher & Geiselman, 2010; Yoshihama et al., 2002). In these applied contexts, the 

accuracy of temporal estimates becomes crucial. However, memory for time is often 

imperfect (e.g., Wagenaar, 1986). Our aim in the current research was to investigate dating 

strategy, personal event characteristics, and confidence ratings as potential indicators of dating 

accuracy, and the consistency of these indicators across recent (i.e., three to eleven weeks old) 

and remote (i.e., three to five years old) personal events. We also tested the effectiveness of a 

simple calendar method in aiding temporal estimation. 

Temporal attributes are scarcely directly associated with the event (Friedman, 1993) 

and, instead, must be reconstructed (e.g., Ben Malek et al., 2017; Janssen et al., 2006; 

Thompson et al., 1993; 1996). People use their knowledge about when events happen—

temporal schemata—to constrain the search to specific units of time (e.g., dinner starts at 

7PM, language class happens on Thursday; Larsen et al., 1995). To arrive at a more precise 

estimate (i.e., which Thursday in a month), people may use temporal landmarks—events that 

provide boundaries (e.g., the beginning of the language course; Brown, 2016; Lee & Brown, 

2004; Shum, 1998). Associations with other events, retrieval of further event details, or 

specific characteristics of the event may then provide further guidance on the final temporal 

estimate. Importantly, the processes that accompany the reconstruction of temporal 

information seem to be universal for temporal scales ranging from minutes through days to 

months and years. But how much can we trust temporal estimates? 
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When dates are known, the accuracy tends to be high. Eighty percent of known date 

estimates were accurate (Betz & Skowronski, 1997) or were associated with the smallest 

dating error (Thompson et al., 1993). However, dates are known only for a minority of events 

(i.e., less than 20% of self-experienced events; Betz & Skowronski, 1997; Thompson et al., 

1993). Temporal landmarks form a specific category of events for which the dates are 

typically known and highly accurate (e.g., Gaskell et al., 2000; Loftus & Marburger, 1983). 

Consequently, dates of personal events that are associated with temporal landmarks (e.g., a 

language class following return from holiday) are more accurate than dates of events 

reconstructed with the use of other strategies (e.g., estimating of the number of events that 

occurred since the dated event; Smith & Thomas, 2003; Thompson et al., 1993). 

People may also rely on their temporal knowledge. Temporal schemata or other forms 

of knowledge associated with the regularity of life in a given place aid the reconstruction of 

temporal information, but only to a limited degree (e.g., only in certain time units). That is, 

the retrieval of personal events may cue general knowledge (e.g., when reconstructing the 

time one met with a friend, they may recall passing by a café that was closed, suggesting that 

the meeting likely happened after 5PM) or personal knowledge about time (e.g., when 

reconstructing what day one received an uninvited call, they may recall that it was on the way 

to a regular Wednesday volleyball practice; e.g., Larsen et al., 1995; Thompson et al., 1993). 

In both cases, temporal schemata anchor the time in terms of a specific unit (e.g., hour or day 

of the week), but provide little guidance for other units of time. 

The success of the reconstruction of temporal information may also depend on how 

well an event is remembered. It is likely that highly memorable events would provide cues 

leading to more accurate temporal estimates. But what makes an event memorable? Event 

recency, i.e., the time between the present and the occurrence of the event, can play a role due 

to reduced retroactive interference. Therefore, we could expect better memory and higher 
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dating accuracy for more recent events (e.g., Bradburn, 2000). Direct experience (i.e., self-

events versus other-events) should also contribute to higher memorability, and is typically 

associated with higher dating accuracy (Betz & Skowronski, 1997; Skowronski et al., 1994). 

Events embedded within longer periods (e.g., returning from holiday) may be remembered 

better and may become temporal landmarks more frequently than standalone events because 

they provide period boundaries (Brown, 2016; Shum, 1998). Next, rehearsal or social sharing 

may also contribute to memorability (e.g., Neisser, 1988; Sutin & Robins, 2007; Williams et 

al., 2008) and potentially also to higher dating accuracy.  

Memorability can be also indirectly measured via subjective phenomenological 

characteristics of events, such as importance, vividness, or emotional intensity (e.g., Sutin & 

Robins, 2007; Rubin et al., 2003; Wade & Adams, 1990). People remember important events 

in greater detail than trivial events (Ley, 1972; Ritchie et al., 2006), although importance may 

be re-evaluated depending on other life experiences and changes that come along with them 

(White, 2020; Williams et al., 2008). The amount of recalled details (i.e., vividness), 

uniqueness, emotionality, or coherence of the event story may be related to importance and 

memorability (Ritchie et al., 2006; Rubin & Kozin, 1984; Rubin et al., 2003; White, 2020). In 

addition to event characteristics, participants can also provide metacognitive evaluations of 

their performance that may serve as an indication of accuracy. 

In the eyewitness identification literature, researchers have found that confidence 

ratings may serve as reliable predictors of accuracy of decisions if confidence ratings were 

collected during the initial memory test immediately after the memory-based decision and in 

the absence of interviewer feedback (Wixted & Wells, 2017). The relationship between 

confidence and accuracy is particularly strong at the higher levels of confidence (Saraiva et 

al., 2020; Wixted & Wells, 2017). Finally, researchers have investigated various methods that 

may aid the accuracy of date estimates. 
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Aids for the retrieval of temporal information typically involve a calendar—a 

graphical display of a timeline that may include public events and that may be divided into 

units of time that are of interest for a given interview (see Belli, 1998; Belli & Callegaro, 

2009; Glasner & Van der Vaart, 2009; Roberts & Horney, 2010). During or before an 

interview, participants are typically asked to populate the calendar with their personal 

landmark events, which serve as cues for later retrieval of personal events (e.g., Belli, 1998). 

Calendar methods have been found to improve recall accuracy (Belli & Callegaro, 2009; 

Glasner & Van der Vaart, 2009; Van der Vaart & Glasner, 2011). 

Current Research 

In two studies, we examined indicators of dating accuracy for personal events, and the 

effectiveness of a calendar method in improving dating accuracy. In both studies, participants 

were provided with event descriptions and asked to estimate when the events happened while 

thinking aloud and subsequently rated several event characteristics and confidence. Event 

descriptions including temporal information were acquired from participants’ proxies (i.e., 

partners). To ensure verifiable temporal information, in Study 1, proxies kept diaries of 

participants’ personal events for a period of 6 weeks; in Study 2, proxies retrieved event 

temporal information from their personal records.  

The recruitment of couples for this study is a methodological advancement that 

overcomes potential effects associated with studies in which participants themselves kept 

diaries and were later interviewed about their personal events (e.g., Linton, 2000; Skowronski 

et al., 1991; Wagenaar, 1996; White, 2020). In other words, as an unexpected memory test 

following incidental learning, our method had higher ecological validity and enabled us to 

make comparisons with previous research using diary methods. Next, diary studies examining 

event characteristics as indicators of dating accuracy typically focus on personal events 

several weeks/months old (e.g., Thompson et al., 1996). Our main motivation for examining 
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dating accuracy for both recent as well as remote events was the ability to identify general 

indicators of dating accuracy (i.e., indicators relatively independent of time scale), 

respectively to identify the time scale limitations of various indicators. 

We expected that dating strategy that involved direct retrieval of the temporal estimate 

or connection with a landmark event would be associated with higher dating accuracy. Next, 

we expected that event characteristics that likely contribute to higher memorability, such as 

recency, direct experience, events embedded within extended periods, and frequent sharing, as 

well as subjective characteristics, such as importance, vividness, uniqueness, or emotional 

intensity would be associated with higher dating accuracy. More frequently occurring and 

regular events are typically associated with temporal schemata; therefore, we expected that 

participants would be more accurate particularly in their temporal estimates in the units of the 

schema (i.e., days of the week for recent and months for remote events). We also expected 

that participants’ confidence would be indicative of accuracy. Finally, we expected that using 

the calendar aid would benefit dating accuracy. 

Study 1: Recent Events 

Method 

Design 

This study was a 2-group (interview: calendar/no calendar) between-subjects design. 

The dependent variables were (1) dating accuracy (yes/no) and (2) accuracy of the day of the 

week estimate (yes/no). 

Participants 

Seventy-eight couples (i.e., participants and their proxies) aged 24 to 46 years (M = 

31.4, SD = 4.3; all White ethnicity) were recruited using flyers at public places and snowball 

sampling, where interviewers (A. N. and E. R.) and three trained research assistants sent out 

emails initiating the snowballs and participants then further distributed flyers among their 
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acquaintances (details regarding interviewer training are provided as supplemental materials 

on the Open Science Framework [OSF]). The flyers advertised a study in memory for 

everyday events for which the researchers sought to recruit couples. Interested couples were 

informed that no sensitive information would be collected from either partner. Proxies were, 

in addition, informed that the study focused on dating personal events, but they were asked to 

not reveal this information to their partners. 

The inclusion criteria specified that: (1) the couples needed to live together for at least 

half a year before the interview (M = 7.6, SD = 4.5 years), (2) needed to be present in the 

Czech Republic (the country where the interview took place) without a break longer than two 

weeks during the reference period (March 14 to June 5, 2011; note that this period precedes 

and extends the diary period mentioned below to provide space for dating errors), (3) had to 

live together during the reference period, and (4) needed to be in regular contact when either 

partner was away from home for more than two days. The role of participants (35 self-

identified as females and 43 as males; 11 completed high school and 67 had university 

education) was to attend the study interview; the role of proxies (43 self-identified as females 

and 35 as males) was to keep online diaries of their partners’ personal events (see Procedure 

for further details). Couples were compensated with a small present worth approximately $6 

for their participation.  

Materials and Procedure 

Diary Entries. Proxies (secretly) kept online diaries for a period of six weeks 

(Monday April 11 to Sunday May 29, 2011; one proxy supplied an event that occurred on 

March 23, i.e., before diary period, and we kept the event in the study). Their task was to 

make several entries per week, recording events experienced by their partners, the couple, or 

the whole family. They were instructed to record any noteworthy events and skip days for 

which they had little information about what happened to their partners. For each event, 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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proxies were asked to: (1) provide a description that would be detailed enough so that the 

event could be distinguishable from other events; (2) the day of the week and (3) the exact 

date of the event; (4) evaluate the emotional intensity (low/moderate/high) and (5) emotional 

valence of the event for the participant (negative/ambivalent/positive), or answer “I don’t 

know” if proxies felt that they did not have enough information to evaluate the emotional 

characteristics of the event. 

Selection of Personal Events. Before the participant interview, proxies were provided 

with all their diary entries and asked to select 22 events based on the following criteria: (1) 

avoid events with obvious dates (e.g., family member’s birthday); (2) avoid sensitive events 

or, if selected, delete any sensitive details from the event description; (3) avoid events that 

occurred on one day or that were strongly related (e.g., “travelling to a cottage” and “having 

dinner at the cottage after arrival”); (4) delete any temporal cues or hints from the event 

description (e.g., “Tuesday tennis training with a new racket”); (5) select events from the full 

range of the period. A. N. checked that all selected events complied with the criteria; if 

needed, A. N. asked the proxy for further adjustment or excluded the event. The final number 

of events presented for an interview ranged between 10 and 22 (M = 20.0, SD = 2.7, Med = 

21.0) across participants. 

After event selection, proxies were provided with written instructions and asked to 

provide further ratings for each event. We asked proxies how accurate they thought their 

partners (interviewed participants) would be in their estimates of (1) the day of the week 

(accurate/inaccurate) and (2) the week (accurate/± one week error/± two weeks error). Proxies 

also provided ratings of (3) importance of the event for their partners (low/moderate/high) and 

the level of (4) sharing of the event (not shared/few times (1–3 times)/many times). A 

description of the relationship between dating accuracy and event importance and confidence 

estimates and the correspondence between participant and proxy estimates are reported in 
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Neusar and Van der Vaart (2018). Four public events were added to the personal events (for 

further details, see OSF); these results were not of central interest in this study and are not 

reported here. 

Pocket Calendar. All participants received a small “pocket calendar.” The calendar 

showed exact dates organized in a weekly fashion and in a typical calendar, and weekends and 

holidays were highlighted there (i.e., Easter Monday on April 25, and Labor Day on Sunday 

May 1, and Victory in Europe Day on Sunday May 8). In order to limit boundary effects in 

dating personal events, we extended the interview period: we added 4 weeks before and two 

weeks after the six-week diary period during which personal events were recorded. 

Enhanced Calendar and No Enhanced Calendar Conditions. Participants in the 

enhanced calendar condition received a second large calendar, which provided space for a 

visual organization of events. Participants additionally generated temporal landmarks before 

the dating task (see below). Participants in the no enhanced calendar condition received a list 

of event descriptions on a sheet of paper and were not asked to generate temporal landmarks 

before the dating task. For brevity, we will refer to the “no enhanced calendar condition” as 

the “no calendar condition”. 

Interview. All interviews took place between June 6 and June 29 (M and Med = June 

13), that is between 8 and 31 days (M = 15 days) after the diary period. Interviews were audio 

recorded and conducted in participants’ homes, at the university, or in a quiet café. There 

were 4 phases of the interview depending on the condition: (1) demographics, self-evaluation, 

and dating instructions (followed by landmark recall for participants in the calendar 

condition); (2) event dating; (3) event characteristics and confidence ratings; and (4) 

demographic follow-up, feedback, and debriefing. 

Demographics, Self-Evaluation, and Dating Instructions. Interviewers first checked 

if participants learned any detailed study information from their proxies and asked about 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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participants’ expectations (no participant described any hypotheses-relevant information). 

Then, participants responded to a series of demographic questions, including their birthday, 

education, length of relationship with their partner, any children (names were required for the 

evaluation of content of some personal events), and self-evaluation of memory (i.e., open 

questions regarding memory for content and dating of events from the past few months 

followed by 3-point relational scale: better than, similarly as, or worse than other people I 

know; and 4-point scale questions evaluating the difficulty to estimate the day of the week or 

exact date of personal events: very difficult, rather difficult, rather easy, very easy). Finally, 

the interviewer presented participants with instructions for the dating task, which differed for 

the calendar and no calendar conditions. 

In the calendar condition, the interviewer showed the participants both calendars, and 

explained that they cover the reference period and highlight public holidays. Participants were 

then asked to think about events from that period, especially events that they remembered well 

and knew when they happened, write labels for each of these events on a sticky note and paste 

the note onto the large calendar. Participants were told that for any events that extended over 

one day, they could mark the beginning and the end, or they could split the event into several 

day events. Participants could change the positions (i.e., dates) of these landmark events. In 

the no calendar condition, the interviewer only introduced the small calendar (i.e., participants 

did not recall landmark events). 

Event Dating. Selected personal and public events were randomly ordered and one-

by-one presented to participants. In the calendar condition, the interviewer read out and 

handed the participant the event descriptions printed on sticky notes; in the no calendar 

conditions, the interviewer read out the first event description that was printed on the sheet. 

Participants were asked to think aloud about when each of these events happened. In the 

calendar condition participants pasted events into the large calendar; in the no calendar 
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condition, participants wrote the exact date in the space provided. During this task, the 

interviewer coded whether the date was known (i.e., immediately provided) or reconstructed 

(i.e., participants needed to recall additional information before they arrived at the date); if 

unclear, the interviewer asked whether the participant knew the date or whether they needed 

to consider other information before providing the estimate. In the calendar condition, the 

interviewer marked any dated events that were also temporal landmarks. For participants who 

took long or seemed like they were struggling with the temporal estimation, the interviewers 

attempted to facilitate temporal estimation by asking about general indicators that might 

provide dating constraints. For example, interviewers could ask participants to think about 

whether the event occurred during the working week or the weekend, whether the event was 

associated with another event they could remember, whether they thought the event occurred 

relatively recently or further in the past, or what was the weather like on the day. 

Immediately after providing a temporal estimate, the interviewer assessed: (1) 

frequency of the event by asking the participant whether another event similar to the dated one 

occurred more frequently during the reference period (3-point scale: event happened once, 2–

3 times, more times), and (2) event regularity by asking whether the event regularly occurred 

on a specific day (yes/no, if yes, participants were asked to specify the regularity). In the 

calendar condition, the interviewer asked whether the event was one of the landmark events. 

Event Characteristics and Confidence Ratings. After participants dated all events, 

they were presented with each event one-by-one and were asked to evaluate the degree of 

personal importance (low/moderate/high) and sharing of each event (not shared/shared few 

times (1–3 times), many times, not shared). Participants were then asked a series of 

confidence ratings: (1) “Do you think that you estimated the day of the week accurately?” 

(no/yes); (2) “Do you think that you estimated the week accurately?” (no/yes; if no, 

participants were asked to estimate how many weeks prior or after the estimate the event 
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could have happened; see also Thompson et al., 1996); (3) participants who answered “yes” to 

the accuracy of both day of the week and week estimates were asked: “Would you be willing 

to testify under oath for the date?” (no/yes). 

Demographic Follow-Up, Feedback, and Debriefing. Participants were then asked 

whether they had any of the public events associated with a personal event. Participants in the 

calendar condition were asked whether they thought that the calendar helped them in the 

dating task, and whether it helped specifically with the accuracy or speed of dating (separate 

ratings; 3-point scale: yes, helped a lot; helped a little; no). All participants were asked 

whether any of the public holidays highlighted in the calendar helped them in the dating task 

(and, if yes, which ones). Participants then evaluated the temporal regularity of their life 

(irregular/rather irregular/rather regular/very regular) and responded whether they had any 

regular free-time activities and whether their job involved regularity (no/yes). Interviewers 

then asked for feedback on the interview, evaluated interviewee and interviewer tiredness and 

motivation (low/moderate/high). Note that these ratings were not of central interest in this 

paper and are not reported here—interested readers may use the data provided on the OSF.  

Coding 

Based on the event descriptions and audio recordings of the dating protocols, E. R. 

coded events as: (1) self-events or other-events, (2) single-day or extended events, and (3) 

events associated with temporal landmarks. Self-events were defined as events in which the 

participant was the central character (e.g., a work meeting in a different city) and events in 

which someone else was the central character but that created a unique event for the 

participant (child-related events, such as a child’s illness, were typically coded as “self”). 

Other-events were unique for another person who was the central character, and there was 

little or unclear involvement of the participant (e.g., when the participant’s partner left to play 

Dungeons and Dragons”), or participant’s involvement was not unique (e.g., when the 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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participant picked up his partner and child from their first roller-skating trip, where the pickup 

that involved the participants was one of many pickups, although the event was unique for the 

partner). 

The Dungeons and Dragons event also serves as an example of an extended event—

the dated event in fact marked the beginning of an event that extended over more than one 

day. Other examples of unique events that occurred within an extended period were an 

opening night at the participant’s art exhibition that involved spending several days in a 

different city, and a friend’s visit of the participant when he was on vacation with his family. 

These events were coded as extended events but were associated with a single date depending 

on the event description (e.g., the beginning of a long weekend; the opening of the exhibition; 

the day the friend visited during vacation). Single-day events occurred on one day. 

For temporal landmark connection, events were categorized as having a direct 

connection with a landmark in cases when the landmark had a causal relationship to the event 

or when the landmark event was the main source of the date estimate; other events were coded 

as not having a direct landmark connection. Landmarks were personal (e.g., leaving for a 

conference) or public (e.g., Easter or public holidays). Temporal landmark connection was 

coded for events in both conditions (with and without the enhanced calendar) because this 

measure was coded based on dating protocols. 

To obtain estimates of inter-rater reliability, a trained research assistant independently 

coded complete data from 12 randomly selected participants (~15% of the sample; details of 

coder training can be found on the OSF). The standard for computing estimates of inter-rater 

reliability is Cohen’s kappa due to its control for chance agreement (Cohen, 1960). However, 

Cohen’s kappa results in significantly reduced estimates of inter-rater reliability in case of low 

base rates (e.g., Xu & Lorber, 2014). The majority of events in our data were self-events, 

single-events, and events that had no direct association with a temporal landmark, resulting in 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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low base rates for these measures (Table 2). To prevent underestimating inter-rater reliability, 

we opted for computing agreement rates rather than Cohen’s kappa. Agreement was high: 

96% for self/other events, 88% for extended/single events, and 83% for landmark association 

(no/direct). E. R.’s codes were used for all statistical analyses. 

E. R. further categorized events into content categories (e.g., sports, shopping, health, 

or relationship events) but these categories were not of primary interest in this paper and are 

not reported here (see Literáková & Neusar, 2011). 

Measures 

We measured fourteen variables. (1) Recency was the number of days between the day 

the event occurred and the interview. (2) Dating strategy (date known/reconstructed) was an 

interviewer’s evaluation of participant dating based on whether the participant immediately 

provided the final date (known) or whether the participant retrieved additional information 

before providing the final date estimate (reconstructed). For participants in the calendar 

condition, the interviewer marked (3) dated events that were also temporal landmarks that 

participants retrieved before the dating task (no/yes). 

Participants evaluated (4) the frequency of the event within the reference period (event 

happened once/2–3 times/more times; categorical; note that we treated all ordinal 3-point 

scales as categorical) and (5) whether event regularly occurred on a specific day (no/yes). 

Participants also evaluated (6) event importance (low/moderate/high) and (7) frequency of 

sharing (not shared/few times (1–3 times)/many times). 

For the evaluation of confidence in participants’ temporal estimate, participants first 

reported whether they were confident in their day-of-the-week and week estimates (separate 

ratings; no/yes). If participants indicated the lack of confidence in the week estimate, we 

asked how many weeks before and after the estimated week the event could have occurred 

(we did not use these data for any analyses, but they are available on the OSF). We created (8) 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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a confidence measure (no/yes) by assigning “yes” in cases where participants were confident 

in their day-of-the-week and week estimates and “no” in cases where participants indicated 

the lack of confidence in at least one estimate. Participants who expressed confidence in both 

estimates were asked if they were willing to (9) testify under oath for the accuracy of the date 

estimate (no/yes). 

The next two measures were collected from proxies, who evaluated: (10) the intensity 

of emotional involvement of the participant in the event (low/moderate/high/I don’t know), 

and (11) the emotional valence of the event for the participant (negative/ambivalent/positive/I 

don’t know). Proxies provided these evaluations only when they felt they had sufficient 

information; “I don’t know” responses were treated as missing values. 

The final three measures were coded by E. R. from event descriptions and dating 

protocols: (12) self/other events were coded based on participant centrality in the event; (13) 

single-day/extended events were coded based on whether they happened on one day or within 

an extended period. Finally, events were coded as (14) having a direct association with a 

temporal landmark (no/yes) if a temporal landmark served as a base of the final date estimate. 

Statistical analyses 

Due to the nature of the typical performance in dating tasks (i.e., for recent events, 

people are more accurate in estimating the day of the week than the absolute date and more 

frequently confuse adjacent days and days of the week; Larsen et al., 1995), dating accuracy 

data are typically not normally distributed (see Figure 1). These regularities present limits for 

the estimation of a linear relationship between factors of interest and dating error (signed or 

absolute); therefore, we treated accuracy as a binomial variable (accurate/inaccurate). 

We analyzed data in a series of generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) in R (R 

Core Team; 2020) using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest packages (Kuznetsova 

et al., 2017). Because each participant provided date estimates for multiple events, the data 
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were not independent. To account for these dependencies, we used participants as a random 

intercepts factor in all models (Finch et al., 2014). All categorical fixed factors were coded 

with successive difference contrasts (Schad et al., 2020) from the MASS package (Venables & 

Ripley, 2002), so that each contrast compared two adjacent levels of a factor (e.g., for 

importance, the first contrast compared low versus moderate importance, and the second 

contrast compared moderate versus high importance). 

To aid interpretation of the results, the regression coefficients were exponentiated to 

indicate the odds ratio (ORs) of the change in the outcome variable between levels of a given 

contrast (e.g., the increase in dating accuracy between events evaluated as low and moderately 

important). Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are presented in brackets. To limit Type I 

error, we computed a boundary p-value based on the 30 p-values from all tests examining the 

relationship between measured variables and dating accuracy (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995); 

therefore, only p-values ≤ .010 were considered statistically significant. 

Packages ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and gridExtra (Auguie, 2017) were used 

for visualizations. Data, coding functions, and analysis scripts are available on the OSF. 

Results 

Patterns of Dating Error 

The left panel of Figure 1 shows the patterns of dating error, including the typical 

cumulations of errors in multiples of 7 days indicating confusions of weeks. Dating errors 

were evenly distributed between backward telescoping (i.e., dating events as occurring in 

more distant past, 51%) and forward telescoping (i.e., dating events as occurring in more 

recent past, 49%). 

Table 1 shows proportions of accurate estimates and proportions of confusion across 

days of the week. The confusion matrix replicates the typical pattern showing how temporal 

schemata guide estimation (see also Thompson et al., 1996): day of the week estimates were 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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most frequently accurate, and confusions most frequently occurred across adjacent days of the 

week. There also seems to be a more fine-grained division of the week into the working week 

and the weekend with Friday as a relatively unique day. Specifically, for events that happened 

between Monday and Thursday, confusions with adjacent days in the middle of the working 

week occurred more frequently than confusions with days outside this period. For events that 

happened on Saturday and Sunday, confusions with the other day of the weekend were more 

frequent than confusions with days outside of the weekend. For events that happened on 

Friday, confusions were approximately evenly distributed across other days of the week. 

 

Figure 1 

Distribution of dating errors (left) and absolute dating error and recency (right) 

 

Table 1 

Day of the week confusion matrix 

  Estimated Day of the Week 
DOW NEvents Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

Mon 176 .65 .14 .07 .07 .04 .02 .05 
Tue 177 .14 .49 .11 .10 .04 .02 .02 
Wed 203 .08 .19 .53 .15 .04 .02 .01 
Thu 185 .03 .08 .17 .54 .05 .01 .01 
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Fri 236 .05 .06 .07 .09 .68 .05 .02 
Sat 313 .02 .02 .02 .03 .10 .77 .11 
Sun 269 .03 .03 .03 .03 .05 .12 .78 
Note. DOW = day of the week. 
 

We assessed the accuracy of day of the week estimates based on the day of the event. 

We coded days of the week with successive difference contrasts (i.e., we compared the odds 

of accurate estimates between Sunday and Monday; Monday and Tuesday, etc.). There were 

three significant contrasts (all with small effect sizes). Day of the week estimates were more 

accurate for events that happened on Sunday compared to Monday, OR = 2.12 [1.32, 3.39], z 

= 3.12, p = .002, Monday compared to Tuesday, OR = 1.85 [1.16, 2.95], z = 2.58, p = .010, 

and Friday compared to Thursday, OR = 1.88 [1.25, 2.81], z = 3.05, p = .002. The other three 

contrasts were not significant, ps ≥ .028. 

In the next part, we first describe results pertaining to our calendar manipulation—its 

impact on accuracy and dating strategy. Then, we present results pertaining to measured 

variables and their relationship with dating accuracy: after describing correlations between 

measures, we examine memorability characteristics and then indicators of dating strategy and 

metacognition. Table 2 shows the proportions, counts, and dating accuracy for events across 

levels of each measure. 
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Table 2 
 
Proportions and counts of events in levels of each measure and proportion of accurate dates 
within each level 
 

Measure Levels Proportion NEvents Missing Accurate 
Dating StrategyInt Known .22 348 0 .80 
 Reconstructed .78 1211  .30 
      

Event Temporal LandmarkInt* No .92 742 0 .38 
 Yes .08 64  .84 
      

Landmark AssociationExp† No .89 1331 0 .35 
 Direct .11 164  .79 
      

FrequencyPar Once .84 1308 0 .42 
 2 - 3 Times .11 170  .37 
 More Times .05 81  .36 
      

RegularityPar No .92 1429 3 .40 
 Yes .08 127  .55 
      

ImportancePar Low .23 356 0 .31 
 Moderate .42 661  .38 
 High .35 542  .53 
      

SharingPar Not Shared .29 450 0 .33 
 Few Times .52 809  .41 
 Many Times .19 300  .55 
      

Emotional IntensityPro Low .23 325 117 .35 
 Moderate .53 767  .44 
 High .24 350  .43 
      

Emotional ValencePro Negative .15 210 147 .40 
 Ambivalent .17 243  .37 
 Positive .68 959  .43 
      

ConfidencePar No .62 966 0 .22 
 Yes .38 593  .74 
      

Testify under OathPar+ No .33 193 0 .50 
 Yes .67 394  .85 
      

Self/OtherExp Self .91 1413 0 .43 
 Other .09 146  .23 
      

Single Day/ExtendedExp Single Day .85 1319 0 .37 
 Extended .15 240  .65 
Note. Int = interviewer coded. Par = participant evaluated. Pro = proxy evaluated. Exp = 
experimenter coded. * = only data from a subset of participants in the enhanced calendar 
condition (n = 806). † = events that were also temporal landmarks were excluded (subset n = 
1495). + = only data from a subset of participants who indicated “Yes” for initial confidence. 
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Calendar 

We found no significant differences in dating accuracy between participants who used 

the enhanced calendar and participants who did not use the enhanced calendar, OR = 1.04 

[0.70, 1.55], z = 0.19, p = .852. Participants who received the enhanced calendar for the 

interview self-generated temporal landmarks before the dating task. In some cases, the dated 

events presented at the interview were also temporal landmarks, which enabled us to assess 

the accuracy of dating temporal landmarks. Landmark events were dated more accurately than 

events that were not temporal landmarks, and the effect was large, OR = 7.69 [3.70, 16.00], z 

= 5.46, p < .001 (Table 2). 

Were there differences in dating strategy between the calendar conditions? We first 

examined whether dated events that were temporal landmarks were events with known dates. 

This was the case for 92% of events that were temporal landmarks (59 out of the 64). Given 

that some temporal landmarks generated by participants in the calendar condition overlapped 

with dated events, were there more events with known dates in the calendar condition than in 

the no calendar condition? In the calendar condition, 24% of events were coded as having 

known dates compared to 20% of such events in the no calendar condition, but the difference 

was not significant, χ2 (1, N = 1559) = 4.07, p = .044. 

Next, was landmark association a more frequently used strategy for date 

reconstruction in the calendar condition? The proportions of events for which participants 

mentioned a direct association with a landmark was, in fact, lower in the calendar condition 

(9%) than in the no calendar condition (12%), but the difference was not significant, χ2 (1, N = 

1495) = 3.25, p = .071. 

Correlation between Variables 

The full correlation matrix for all measured variables is provided on the OSF (Table 

SM1). There was a weak (and rather trivial) correlation between event frequency and 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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regularity, indicating that events that occurred several times during the dating period were 

more often regular events, r(1556) = .25, p < .001. Event importance indicated a moderate 

correlation with sharing: more important events were more frequently shared, r(1559) = .42, p 

< .001. Important events were also more frequently emotionally intense, although this 

correlation was weak, r(1442) = .23, p < .001. Finally, there were noteworthy correlations 

between confidence and measures of dating strategy and event importance. Participants were 

more frequently confident when they knew (rather than reconstructed) the event date, and this 

correlation was moderate, r(1559) = .46, p < .001, when they reconstructed the date via a 

direct association with a temporal landmark, r(1559) = .26, p < .001, and when the dated 

events were more important, r(1559) = .21, p < .001, although the latter two associations were 

weak. 

Memorability Characteristics Model 

The memorability characteristics model included the following predictors: recency, 

single day/extended, self/other, regularity, importance, sharing, emotional intensity, emotional 

valence, and event frequency. The strongest predictor in this model was event embedded 

within an extended period (compared to single-day event) with a large effect size, OR = 4.41 

[3.01, 6.46], z = 7.60, p < .001, followed by self-experienced (compared to other-experienced) 

event with a moderate effect size, OR = 3.99 [2.30, 6.93], z = 4.91, p < .001. Regular events 

were also more frequently dated accurately than unique or irregular events, and the effect was 

small, OR = 2.17 [1.27, 3.72], z = 2.84, p = .004. Event importance was associated with 

increased dating accuracy only for events that were rated as highly important (compared to 

moderately important events), and this effect was small, OR = 1.83 [1.34, 2.51], z = 3.76, p < 

.001. Finally, the odds of accurate dating estimate increased with each day, but the effect of 

recency was negligible, OR = 1.02 [1.01, 1.04], z = 4.51, p < .001 (see the right panel of 

Figure 1). Moderate (compared to low) event importance, any level of sharing, emotional 
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intensity, emotional valence, and frequency, were not significantly associated with dating 

accuracy, ps ≥ .037 (complete model results are provided on the OSF, Table SM2). 

For regularity, we were also interested to see if temporal schemata would have an 

impact on day of the week estimates. Therefore, we ran a univariate analysis with regularity as 

predictor and day of the week estimate accuracy as the dependent variable. We found a small 

effect: day of the week estimates were more frequently accurate for regular events than for 

unique or irregular events, OR = 2.57 [1.59, 4.17], z = 3.83, p < .001. 

Dating Strategy and Metacognition Model 

The model contained confidence, dating strategy (date known/reconstructed) and event 

association with a temporal landmark (note that landmark association was coded in the whole 

sample based on the dating protocols; for participants in the enhanced calendar condition, 

personal events that were also listed as landmarks were excluded from this analysis). All 

predictors in this model were significant with large effect sizes. The strongest predictor of 

dating accuracy was confidence in the final date estimate, OR = 6.79 [5.06, 9.11], z = 12.77, p 

< .001, followed by event association with a temporal landmark, OR = 4.76 [2.87, 7.88], z = 

6.06, p < .001, and knowing the date (compared to reconstructing it), OR = 4.70 [3.22, 6.85], z 

= 8.05, p < .001. 

For confidence, we conducted two further univariate analyses. In the first one, we 

examined the association between day of the week estimates and confidence in these 

estimates, and we found a large effect, OR = 9.06 [6.99, 11.75], z = 16.64, p < .001. 

Participants who indicated confidence in the day of the week were more frequently accurate in 

these estimates than participants who indicated that they may have confused the day of the 

week. Next, out of those participants who indicated confidence in their final date estimate, 

those who said they would be willing to testify under oath for the date were more frequently 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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accurate than those who said that would not be willing to testify, and the effect was large, OR 

= 6.91 [4.30, 11.09], z = 8.01, p < .001 (Table 2). 

Discussion 

For recent events, we replicated the typical error performance found in previous diary 

studies (e.g., Thompson et al., 1996). Contrary to our expectations, we did not find a 

significant effect of the use of the enhanced calendar on dating accuracy—generating 

temporal landmarks before the dating task did not improve dating performance.  

For measured indicators of accuracy, we found that dating was most accurate when 

participants: (1) stated that they were confident in the date; (2) used a direct relation to a 

temporal landmark for date reconstruction; (3) knew the date; and when the event was 

embedded within an extended period (this effect likely occurred because extended events 

more frequently served as temporal landmarks). Personal involvement indicated a moderate 

benefit for dating accuracy, and slightly higher dating accuracy was associated with regular 

and highly important events. We found no differences in dating accuracy based on event 

frequency, sharing, or emotional valence, and we found only a negligible effect for recency. 

Before we further develop our discussion of indicators of dating accuracy and their practical 

implications, we examined the generalizability of these indicators in Study 2 focusing on 

remote events. 

Study 2: Remote Events 

Method 

The design and general method of Study 2 was the same as Study 1. The dependent 

variables were (1) dating accuracy (i.e., the accuracy of the month and year estimates; no/yes), 

and (2) accuracy of the month estimate (due to the different scale of temporal schemata for 

remote events; no/yes). For the sake of brevity, in the next parts, we only highlight 

methodological specifications and differences from Study 1. 
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Participants 

Forty couples aged 25 to 46 years (M = 33.2, SD = 4.4; all White ethnicity) were 

recruited using flyers at public places and snowball sampling. Due to the reference period 

(2005–2008), the inclusion criterion specified that the couples needed to live together at least 

since 2005 (range from 1992 to 2006, M = 2001, Med = 2002; the couple who indicated the 

beginning of the relationship in 2006 knew each other well before that so was not excluded). 

The role of participants (18 self-identified as females and 22 as males) was to attend an 

interview about everyday memory; the role of proxies (22 self-identified as females and 18 as 

males; 5 completed high school and 35 had university education) was to retrieve events from 

their partner’s life for which the proxies could verify the month and year in which they 

happened (see Procedure for further details).  

Materials and Procedure 

Retrieval of Personal Events. The task of proxies was to (secretly) retrieve a total of 

28 events from their partner’s life: 24 events from the years 2006 and 2007 (approximately 12 

events from each year), two events from 2005, and two events from 2008. Proxies were 

provided with a series of instructions. (1) Focus on memorable events, events where the date 

(i.e., the month and year) could be verified (via e-mails, photographs, diaries, or other 

documents), and provide event descriptions specific enough for the participants to recognize 

the event as unique. Proxies provided short event descriptions and sometimes also more 

elaborated notes that were used during the interview in case the participants had difficulty 

recognizing the event. (2) Note any overlapping themes in the event descriptions. For 

example, “trip to Jeseníky mountains” could be a unique trip, but if “marriage proposal” 

occurred during this event, this should be noted in the description. (3) Omit events with 

obvious dates (e.g., own birthdays), and for events extending over several months, select a 

specific part. (4) Avoid events potentially sensitive for the partner or exclude sensitive 
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information into the event description. (5) Avoid using temporal hints in event descriptions 

and try to select events distributed across the period (i.e., avoid too many events from the 

same month and year). 

A. N. checked that the events complied with the instructions and asked the proxies if 

all dates had been verified. Events for which date verification was not available or the proxy 

indicated low confidence in the date were excluded. The final number of events presented for 

an interview ranged between 16 and 28 (M = 25.5, SD = 3.6, Med = 27) across participants. 

Proxies then received written instructions and provided a series of ratings. They were asked 

how accurate they thought their partners (interviewed participants) would be in estimating (1) 

the month for each event (yes, accurate month/up to one month error/up to two months 

error/up to three months error/error may be more than four months) and (2) the year for each 

event (yes, accurate year/up to one year error/up to two years error/up to three years error/four 

years error). Proxies also provided estimates of (3) importance of each event for their partners 

(low/moderate/high). Eight public events were added to the personal events (for further 

details, see OSF); these results were not of central interest in this study and are not reported 

here (see Neusar et al., 2011; Neusar, 2012). 

Calendar and No Calendar Conditions. Participants in the calendar condition 

received a large calendar, which provided space for a visual organization of events across 

months of the four years of the reference period, and additionally generated temporal 

landmarks before the dating task. Participants in the no calendar condition received a list of 

event descriptions on a sheet of paper with a blank column for the date estimates and were not 

asked to generate temporal landmarks before the dating task. 

Interview. All interviews were conducted in 2011 between January 4 and November 

20 (M = June 23, Med = May 30). There was only one calendar used in the calendar condition, 

which covered all months of the four-year period (2005–2008 inclusive). The interview 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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procedure was similar to Study 1. Interviewers coded the dating strategy (date 

known/reconstructed). In the calendar condition, interviewers also marked dated events that 

corresponded to generated temporal landmarks. In this study, participants were not asked to 

evaluate frequency or regularity of the dated events—the selected events were supposed to be 

unique, and we thought that such ratings for events that happened several years ago might not 

be reliable. 

Event Characteristics and Confidence Ratings. Following the dating task, 

participants provided ratings for the degree of: (1) personal importance (low/moderate/high), 

(2) vividness (i.e., the amount of detail; low/moderate/high), and (3) uniqueness of each event 

(low/moderate/high). For confidence, participants were asked if they thought their estimate of 

the month was likely accurate (yes, accurate month/up to one month error/up to two months 

error/up to three months error/error may be more than four months), and similarly they were 

asked if their recall of the year was likely accurate (yes, accurate year/up to one year error/up 

to two years error/up to three years error/four years error). Participants who answered “yes” to 

the accuracy of both month and year estimates were asked if they would be willing to testify 

under oath for the date (no/yes). 

Measures 

We measured eleven variables. (1) Recency was the number of months between each 

event and the interview. (2) Dating strategy (date known/ reconstructed) and (3) event overlap 

with a temporal landmark (for participants in the calendar condition; no/yes) were coded by 

the interviewers. 

Participants evaluated the (4) importance, (5) vividness (detail of event memory), and 

(6) uniqueness of each event (low/moderate/high). As for confidence, participants were first 

asked if they were certain that their month estimate was accurate (yes, accurate month) or 

whether their month estimate could have been off by up to one, two, three, or more than four 
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months, and they answered the same questions for their year estimate. Based on these 

uncertainty ratings, we created a measure of (7) confidence (no/yes): participants received a 

“yes” code when they were certain in both their month and year estimates and a “no” code 

when they indicated any uncertainty. Participants who expressed confidence in their estimates 

were asked if they were willing to (8) testify under oath for the accuracy of the date estimate 

(no/yes). The final three variables: (9) self/other-events, (10) single-day/extended events, and 

(11) association with a temporal landmark were coded as in Study 1. 

Statistical Analyses 

We computed a boundary p-value based on the 27 p-values from all tests examining 

dating accuracy (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995); therefore, only p-values ≤ .004 were 

considered statistically significant. 

Results 

Patterns of Dating Error 

The left panel of Figure 2 illustrates the patterns of dating error, including the typical 

cumulations of errors in multiples of 12 months indicating the confusion of years. Dating 

errors were evenly distributed between backward telescoping (i.e., dating events as occurring 

in more distant past, 48%) and forward telescoping (i.e., dating events as occurring in more 

recent past, 52%). 

 

Figure 2 

Distribution of dating errors (left) and absolute dating error and recency (right) 
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Table 3 shows proportions of accurate estimates and confusion across months in a 

year. The confusion matrix again illustrates how temporal schemata guide estimation: month 

estimates were most frequently accurate, and confusions most frequently occurred across 

adjacent months. There also seems to be a more fine-grained division of the year based on the 

school year and cultural traditions—events that occurred in the school holiday months (full 

months of July and August) tended to get confused within the holiday period rather than 

outside the period and events that occurred in December were dated more accurately than 

other events. We assessed the accuracy of the month estimates based on the month of the 

event in an analysis where we coded months with successive difference contrasts (i.e., we 

compared the odds of accurate month estimates between events that happened in January and 

February; February and March, etc.). There were two significant contrasts: the month 

estimates were more accurate for events that happened in December compared to November 

with a large effect size, OR = 4.00 [1.87, 8.54], z = 3.58, p < .001; and December compared to 

January with a medium effect size, OR = 3.43 [1.53, 7.70], z = 2.99, p = .003; other contrasts 

were not significant, ps ≥ .063. 
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In the next part, we present results of dating accuracy analyses for event recency and 

measured indicators. Table 4 shows the proportions, counts, and dating accuracy for events 

across levels of each measure. 

 

Table 3 

Month of the year confusion matrix 

  Estimated Month 
Month NEvents 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 52 .53 .12 .09 .01 .02 .00 .01 .00 .05 .01 .03 .01 
2 51 .16 .47 .08 .04 .02 .00 .00 .01 .02 .07 .02 .00 
3 56 .06 .16 .37 .18 .03 .02 .00 .00 .03 .01 .00 .00 
4 63 .00 .02 .14 .33 .13 .05 .04 .04 .03 .01 .00 .00 
5 73 .02 .04 .08 .16 .32 .13 .01 .02 .03 .01 .05 .00 
6 105 .00 .02 .03 .06 .17 .46 .14 .03 .05 .03 .02 .03 
7 140 .00 .00 .02 .04 .09 .17 .54 .25 .07 .03 .00 .00 
8 124 .00 .00 .02 .03 .06 .09 .20 .51 .13 .06 .03 .01 
9 116 .02 .02 .05 .06 .10 .04 .04 .11 .43 .23 .08 .00 
10 85 .04 .04 .03 .03 .01 .02 .02 .03 .15 .40 .19 .04 
11 66 .02 .00 .08 .01 .04 .02 .00 .01 .01 .13 .48 .13 
12 87 .14 .10 .03 .03 .00 .00 .00 .01 .02 .01 .10 .78 
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Table 4 

Proportions and counts of events in levels of each measure and proportion of accurate dates 
within each level 
 

Measure Levels Proportion NEvents Missing Accurate 
Dating StrategyInt Known .16 164 0 .70 
 Reconstructed .84 854  .31 
      

Event Temporal LandmarkInt* No .86 427 0 .33 
 Yes .14 67  .66 
      

Landmark AssociationExp† No .86 781 0 .29 
 Yes .14 129  .56 
      

ImportancePar Low .30 305 0 .26 
 Moderate .40 412  .35 
 High .30 301  .50 
      

VividnessPar Low .19 191 0 .25 
 Moderate .30 309  .31 
 High .51 518  .45 
      

UniquenessPar Low .22 227 0 .27 
 Moderate .33 337  .31 
 High .45 454  .46 
      

ConfidencePar No .74 750 0 .26 
 Yes .26 268  .68 
      

Testify under OathPar+ No .26 69 0 .51 
 Yes .74 197  .74 
      

Self/Other EventExp Self .86 875 0 .38 
 Other .14 143  .28 
      

Single/ Extended EventExp Single Day .72 732 0 .35 
 Extended .28 286  .42 
Note. Int = interviewer coded. Par = participant evaluated. Exp = experimenter coded. * = 
only data from a subset of participants in the calendar condition (n = 494). † = events that 
were also temporal landmarks were excluded (subset n = 910). + = only data from a subset of 
participants who indicated “Yes” for initial confidence. 
 

Calendar 

We found no significant calendar effect on dating accuracy, OR = 1.07 [0.67, 1.72], z 

= 0.29, p = .771. Participants in the calendar condition self-generated temporal landmarks 

before the dating task. We assessed the accuracy of dating temporal landmarks for events that 

corresponded to dated events (only for participants in the calendar condition). Landmark 
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events were dated more accurately than non-landmark events, and the effect was moderate, 

OR = 3.75 [2.08, 6.76], z = 4.40, p < .001 (Table 4). 

Were there differences in dating strategy between participants who used and did not 

use the calendar? We examined whether dated events that were temporal landmarks were 

events with known dates. This was the case for 74 of 108 or 69% of temporal landmarks. We 

then examined potential differences in dating strategy related to the generation of temporal 

landmarks in the calendar condition (e.g., temporal landmarks are typically events with known 

dates and in some cases overlapped with dated events). We found significant differences: 22% 

of events in the calendar condition compared to 11% in the no calendar condition were coded 

as having known dates, χ2 (1, N = 1048) = 21.08, p < .001. 

Was dating via a direct association with a temporal landmark a more frequent strategy 

of date reconstruction in the calendar condition, where participants generated temporal 

landmarks before the dating task? As in Study 1, we found differences in the opposite 

direction that were significant: 79% events in the calendar condition and 92% in the no 

calendar condition were dated via a direct association with a temporal landmark, χ2 (1, N = 

910) = 28.37, p < .001. 

Correlations between Variables 

The full correlation matrix for all measured variables can be viewed on the OSF 

(Table SM3). Significant correlations with dating strategy indicated that dates of more 

important, vivid, and unique events were more frequently known than reconstructed, although 

these associations were weak, r(1018) = .22‒.27, p ≤ .001. Dates of more vividly recalled and 

unique events were more frequently reconstructed via a direct association with a temporal 

landmark, but these associations were negligible, r(1018) = .08‒.11, p ≤ .015. There were also 

significant weak-to-moderate associations between event importance, vividness, and 

uniqueness, r(1018) = .26‒.60, p ≤ .001. Self-events and events embedded within extended 
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periods were recalled more vividly, r(1018) = .12‒.20, p ≤ .001, and there seemed to be a 

small difference in single day/extended events: self-events were more frequently embedded 

within extended periods, r(1018) = .11, p = .001, although all these associations were weak. 

Finally, there were again significant (though small) correlations between confidence and all 

measured variables except for recency and single day/extended events. Participants were more 

confident when they knew the date or reconstructed it via a direct connection with a temporal 

landmark, when the event was more important, unique, recalled vividly, and when the event 

was self-experienced, r(1018) = .09‒.39, p ≤ .010. 

Memorability Characteristics Model 

The model contained recency, uniqueness, vividness, and importance as predictors. 

High vividness (compared to moderate vividness) was the only significant predictor in this 

model, and the effect was small, OR = 1.71 [1.19, 2.45], z = 1.85, p = .004. Recency (the right 

panel of Figure 2), uniqueness, and importance were not significant, ps ≥ .049 (complete 

model results are available on the OSF, Table SM4). 

Dating Strategy and Metacognition Model 

The model contained confidence, dating strategy (date known/reconstructed) and event 

association with a temporal landmark (note that landmark association was coded for events in 

both conditions based on the dating protocols). The strongest predictor of dating accuracy was 

confidence in the final date estimate, OR = 4.06 [2.87, 5.74], z = 7.93, p < .001, followed by 

knowing the date (compared to reconstructing it) with a small effect size, OR = 2.91 [1.91, 

4.45], z = 4.95, p < .001, and event association with a temporal landmark, OR = 2.06 [1.35, 

3.15], z = 3.35, p < .001. 

For confidence, we again examined the association between confidence and estimates 

of the month. Participants who were confident in their estimates of the month were more 

accurate in these estimates than participants who indicated that they may have made an error, 

https://osf.io/u594x/
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and the effect was large, OR = 6.73 [4.94, 9.18], z = 12.09, p < .001. Finally, willingness to 

testify under oath in the sub-sample of participants who indicated confidence in their date 

estimates was associated with higher dating accuracy, and the effect was moderate, OR = 3.59 

[1.78, 7.22], z = 3.58, p < .001 (Table 4). 

Discussion 

For remote events, we again replicated the typical error performance indicating the 

involvement of temporal schemata on the scale of months. The strongest measured indicator 

of accuracy was confidence. Knowing the date (instead of reconstructing it), event association 

with a temporal landmark, and high vividness were also associated with higher dating 

accuracy, but these effects were small. As in Study 1, we found no significant effect for the 

use of the calendar and temporal landmark generation preceding the dating task. 

General Discussion 

Our examination of the retrieval of temporal estimates revealed three general 

moderate-to-strong indicators of accuracy: dating confidence, direct retrieval of the date, and 

date reconstruction via a direct association with a temporal landmark. These indicators reflect 

the retrieval process, its influence on confidence judgments, and the organization of 

autobiographical memory. Direct retrieval more likely occurs for highly memorable events 

and has been found to be indicative of accuracy (especially in free recall; Robinson et al., 

1997). The retrieval process, in turn, influences confidence judgments, as people may be more 

confident in recall that came with ease (Kelley & Lindsay, 1993). Verbal protocols 

additionally reveal the organization of autobiographical memory, where dates of more 

mundane events are retrieved thanks to their links to landmark events (e.g., Brown, 2016; 

Shum, 1998). 

The fourth strong indicator of accuracy—the actual day of the week (for recent events) 

or month (for remote events) the event happened—was powerful only when accuracy was 
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considered in calendar units of time (i.e., day of the week or month but not the actual date). 

That is, participants most frequently remembered that a recent event happened on Wednesday 

or that a remote event happened in April, although they were not as accurate in the precise 

dating. The second most frequent response was a confusion of adjacent units—saying that an 

event happened on Tuesday or Thursday when it actually happened on Wednesday or saying 

that an event happened in March or May when it actually happened in April (e.g., Betz & 

Skowronski, 1997; Gibbons & Thompson, 2001; Larsen et al., 1995). 

This dating error pattern likely reflects a higher level of organization of 

autobiographical memory aligned with the calendar used in Western cultures that forms the 

basis of our knowledge about when events occur (e.g., Thompson et al., 1996). Temporal 

organization according to a calendar includes unit boundaries, such as the division of the week 

into a working week and weekend, or the division of the year into summer school holiday and 

school year. The dating error pattern reflects these divisions—confusions are less frequent 

across calendar unit boundaries. Specifically, confusions between Sunday and Monday were 

less frequent than confusions between Saturday and Sunday or between Monday and Tuesday; 

and confusions between December and January were less frequent than confusions between 

January and February. This organization structure (including the dating error patterns) is 

consistent with Estes’s (1985) hierarchical model of memory and the perturbation processes 

that occur across attributes of remembered material. According to the model (originally 

developed for short-term memory tasks), the content of stimuli (words or events) is encoded 

along with its context—a general context such as the event detail, the overall experience, or 

lifetime period within a sequence of other event details, experiences, or lifetime periods, and a 

local context such as the position among other events including links to adjacent events and 

relations to boundary (anchoring) events (see also Kahana, 1996; Lohnas et al., 2015; Polyn et 

al., 2009). 
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We also assessed phenomenological characteristics of personal events as potential 

indicators of accuracy. High subjective event importance, direct experience, events embedded 

within extended periods, frequent sharing, and at least moderate emotional intensity were 

positively associated with dating accuracy for recent events, and high vividness was positively 

associated with dating accuracy of remote events. However, these associations were rather 

weak. It is likely that the above-mentioned phenomenological characteristics reflect 

memorability of other aspects of events than time (see Wagenaar, 1986). 

We did not find any meaningful association between temporal recency of events and 

dating accuracy. It is likely that after a delay (a minimum of two weeks in Study 1), other 

aspects of memory for time, such as temporal schemata and event associations, rather than 

absolute recency, form the basis of date estimation. 

Finally, we did not find that participants’ dating accuracy would be affected by the use 

of the calendar and by retrieval of temporal landmark events before the dating task, although 

we did find consistent differences in dating strategy in both studies. Specifically, participants 

in the calendar condition more frequently “knew” dates of events and less frequently 

reconstructed dates via direct association with a temporal landmark. We believe that the 

interpretation of these differences relates to the landmark generation task: participants in the 

calendar condition likely appeared to know the dates more frequently because landmarks 

were already present in their calendars. Although we instructed participants to “think aloud,” 

it is possible that participants did not mention landmark association and instead rapidly 

provided the date estimate. In addition, participants in the non-calendar conditions frequently 

spontaneously retrieved temporal landmarks during the dating task, and participants in all 

conditions were prompted by interviewers to think about connections between events that 

could be helpful for dating. It is possible that this interviewing style was sufficiently 

supportive for participants regardless of condition, thus diminishing the impact of the calendar 
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and upfront landmark generation. Calendar and visual timeline techniques likely capitalize on 

providing a structure to the recall task and therefore mainly facilitate the recall of specific 

details and their sequences within experiences (e.g., Hope et al., 2019). The recall of temporal 

information is already a structured process, hence the lack of the calendar benefit for dating 

accuracy (for a detailed review discussing mixed findings regarding calendar effects, see 

Glasner & Van der Vaart, 2009). 

Limitations and Future Directions 

We would like to consider three main limitations of this research. First, our approach 

to measuring confidence did not allow the examination of a fine-grained relationship between 

confidence and accuracy, which would require a much larger sample size. We intended to 

minimize demands on the interpretation of confidence rating instructions (and recent research 

suggests that participant interpretations of these instructions vary, e.g., Mansour, 2020), and 

we believe that our two-step approach (i.e., asking about confidence in the estimate and then 

asking whether participants would be willing to testify under oath) effectively separated 

highly confident participants, whose responses were accurate in 74% – 85% of cases. 

Next, we amended the temporal units that were required for the final date estimate 

(i.e., full date in Study 1; month and year in Study 2). It is likely that events gradually lose 

their association with finer units of temporal schemata, but based on our data, we cannot learn 

about the boundaries of such associations. Therefore, further research is necessary to examine 

whether, for example, events that are four or eight months old retain their week schema that 

guides day of the week estimates, or whether the week schema association disappears. 

Finally, our participants came from a relatively homogeneous group of young, white, 

highly educated adults from a Western culture. This presents limitations to generalizability of 

our findings into cultural backgrounds where people’s lives may be less connected to calendar 
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units and more determined by ecological cycles (e.g., Aveni, 1998; Wang & Brockmeier, 

2002). 

Practical Implications 

When looking for indicators of accuracy of temporal estimates, attributes of events 

that are linked to the organization of memory for personal events and metacognitive 

evaluation of the estimate seem to be the most reliable. The findings of the current study 

suggest that verbal protocols can serve as a valuable source for the evaluation of accuracy: 

when directly retrieved, or when retrieved via a direct association with another well-

remembered event, temporal estimates tend to be accurate. Therefore, investigative 

interviewers should capitalize on this source and request that interviewees “think aloud” or 

provide descriptions of how they arrived at an estimate when retrieving temporal information. 

Next, we found a strong relationship between confidence and dating accuracy (see Wixted & 

Wells, 2017). Therefore, in line with recommendations from other fields of applied memory 

(e.g., Wells et al, 2020), it seems that investigators would benefit from requesting 

interviewees to provide confidence judgments. 
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